INDIVIDUAL QUALITIES
How to read
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The qualities of the nervous system of an individual are read from the shape of the iris and the expression
ring. In this example the left eye is not circular. This shows there is more consciousness in the private of
the female and she is more open to the public. The expression ring is wide and irregular indicating a strong
mind that is aware of differences in the aspects. Dheeraj called these individuals “old” souls. An expression ring close to the pupil is a “young” soul not inclined to academic pursuits. The male expresses more
quickly to the outside. There are 5 jewels causing identity problems. There is one in the female causing a
relationship issue in the throat. There are many pools in the subconscious and the mind rings. The largest
pool in the right eye is in the mind of the stomach and the throat and has to do with the nose, compulsive
eating and aphasia. In the left eye there are 7 large pools around the Mind space (X) of the heart circuitcausing much drama around family issues in the past. A summary of the conditons and the issues and the
location in the body of these jewels and pools is found in the EYE READING.

STRESS

Veinlets of blood in the white of the eye going to a circuit show the corresponding organ to
be under stress. If such a veinlet has crossed into the iris it is serious and should be treated

REALIZATION AND BOUNDARIES

There are indicators in the eye of how aware a person has become of the self. A denser ring of fibres surrounding the pupil (this is known as the “BRUSH” and seen in the example above) shows that the individual
is realized to the heart centre. Golden rusty coloring known as “COOL FIRE” spreading out from the pupil
indicate the extent of realization. If the whole iris is covered the individual is fully realized.
Boundaries are indicated by darker rings around the iris and “cramp rings”. The latter are within the iris and
are due to kinks in adjacent nervous circuits which cause the individual to perform checks. The cramp rings
are a tension and keep the individual in the past, unable to accept healing in the moment. They are usually
related to sexual issues. When the tests are seen they start to “smoke” and finally disappear.
Healing of the organ or the place in the body corresponding to a jewel or pool does not make them disappear
completely. They are covered with the gold of realisation. If the gold is mostly rust coloured then there is still
identification.

BLUE AND BROWN EYES

There are 2 kinds of eyes/nervous systems, Caucasian and Sensorial. The blue/

grey/green eyes are the white European race and they operate from the Unison
.The sensorial eyes do not show fibres and are brown like velvet. They belong to the

races of the mind
(yellow Asian), of the heart
(red American Indian) and
the hara
(Black African). The sensorial eyes are read the same way as shown to
the left. Jewels and pools are darker or colored spots. These races are more sensitive
in their nervous systems and can pick up on how other people are feeling.

